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Alternative Policies



Carbon control options

Need to reduce amount of carbon emitted:

. Make it expensive to emit carbon

. Set actual quantity carbon that can be emitted

1. Carbon tax
2. Carbon permit trading system
3. Green subsidies for low carbon activities
4. Green subsidies for carbon removal



Carbon Tax



Carbon tax idea

Pigovian tax on CO2e emissions

Tax applied to fuel/energy production

Set tax value at MEC

Raising the price of carbon:

1. Signals to consumers about goods’ carbon intensity
2. Signals to producers about inputs’ carbon intensity
3. Incentives to develop low carbon substitutes



Carbon tax is Pigovian tax



Permit Trading System



Carbon permit trading system

Carbon “cap and trade” system

Buying and selling the right to emit a restricted amount
of carbon

This option is:

. Most e�cient

. Most complex

. May be partial (if sectors are grandfathered in or
�rms are exempt)



Subsidies



Subsidies for low carbon activities

Subsidize low-carbon activities

Politically popular

Problems:

. Too many low-carbon activities

. Additive to existing behaviors

. Too hard to determine amount of subsidy

. Does not encourage innovation



Subsidise carbon removal

Subsidize carbon removal technologies

May be useful to reverse climate change if emissions
already excessive

Politically popular (new sectors)

Problems:

. Uncertain technologies

. Expensive

. Possibly dangerous



Comparing tax and trading
system
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Carbon tax model

Government sets an abatement standard at A* (=30Gt)

Options for polluter are:

1. Pay for abatement up to A*
2. Pay per unit constant tax (t) if abate less than A*

Firm will choose the least-cost option:

. If cheaper to abate based on marginal abatement
cost (MAC), �rm will abate

. If cheaper to pay marginal tax (t), �rm will pay tax



Carbon tax model with multiple polluters

Assumptions:

. 2 polluting sources on earth

. Each generates 10 units of carbon pollution

. Government sets earth emissions limit at 10 units

Implies A* = (2×10)-10 = 10

To meet A*, impose carbon tax (t) of $5 per unit

Each �rm responds as in the single polluter case:

. Abates as long as MAC < t

. Pays emission charge when MAC > t



Example

Firm 1: TAC1=1.25(A1)2 MAC1=2.5(A1)
Firm 2: TAC2=0.3125(A2)2 MAC2=0.625(A2)

Find each �rm’s abatement level
Find each �rm’s TAC and tax payment

Firm 1:
Abates until MAC1 = t
Set 2.5(A1) = $5
A1 = 2
TAC1 = 1.25(22) = $5
Total Tax = 5(10 - 2) =$40

Firm 2:
Abates until MAC2 = t
Set 0.625(A2) = $5
A2 = 8
TAC2 = 0.3125(82) = $20
Total Tax = 5(10-8) = $10



Carbon tax model

. Abatement standard is met

. Generates tax revenues:
. $40 from high-cost abater
. $10 from low-cost abater

. Low-cost abaters do most of cleaning up

. Cost-e�ective solution is obtained

. Tax equals Marginal Abatement Cost



Carbon tax examples

https:
//carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data

https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data


Carbon cap and trade system

E�cient solution to climate change

Restricting the quantity of carbon used:

. Buying and selling right to emit carbon

. Instead of setting a price for carbon, set a quantity
of carbon



Pollution Permit Trading Systems

. A pollution permit trading system establishes a
market for rights to pollute by issuing tradeable
pollution credits or allowances

. Credits are issued for emitting below a standard

. Allowances indicate how much carbon can be
emitted

Components of the system:

1. Fixed number of permits issued based on
"acceptable" level of emissions

2. Permits are marketable

Bargaining gives rise to a market for pollution rights



How Permit Trading Works 1/2

Cannot emit carbon without a permit

Suppose a �rm has 50 permits but normally emits 75
tons of CO2. What must it do?

Two options:

1. Abate 25 tons of emissions
2. Buy 25 permits from another producer

Firm will choose whichever option is cheaper



How Permit Trading Works 2/2

Do not have to emit, just because have a permit

Suppose a �rm has 75 permits but normally emits 50
tons of CO2. What can it do?

Sell 25 permits to another producer



Analysis

. High-cost abaters will buy permits rather than abate

They will buy permits at any P lower than their MAC

. Low-cost abaters will clean up pollution and sell
excess permits to other �rms

They will sell permits at any P higher than their MAC



Permit solution

Trade until the incentive to do so no longer exists

Then, the cost-e�ective solution is obtained

And the MACs across �rms are equal



Model: Permits/Vouchers/Allowances

A stands for abatement (clean-up)

A costs money (buying �lters)

Firm 1: TAC1=1.25(A1)2 MAC1=2.5(A1)
Firm 2: TAC2=0.3125(A2)2 MAC2=0.625(A2)

Initially, 20 units of emissions

New rule: only 10 units of emissions⇒ A=10

Government has 10 permits at $5 each:

If �rm 1 or 2 has permits, it can emit

If �rm 1 or 2 has no permits, it must clean-up A=10

What will happen?



What will the �rms do?

/ Imagine Firm 1 buys 10 permits at $5 per permit

Firm 1 can emit: A1 = 0, but pays $50 for permits

Firm 2 must abate: A2=10; TAC2=0.3125×102 =$31.25

So total abatement cost across the two �rms is $81.25

/ Imagine Firm 2 buys 10 permits at $5 per permit

Firm 2 can emit: A2 = 0, but pays $50 for permits

Firm 1 must abate: A1=10; TAC1=1.25×102 = $125

So total abatement cost across the two �rms is $175



Optimal solution

Firm 1: TAC1 = 1.25(A1)2 MAC1 = 2.5A1
Firm 2: TAC2=0.3125(A2)2 MAC2 = 0.625A2
Solve two equations: MAC1 = MAC2 A1 + A2 =10

Solving:

2.5A1 = 0.625A2
A1 = 0.25A2

0.25A2 + A2 = 10
A2 = 8
A1 = 2



Is this solution optimal?

Firm 1 buys 8 permits at $5 per permit

Firm 2 buys 2 permits at $5 per permit

Firm 1 must abate A1=2
TAC1 = 1.25× 22 = $5 but also pays $40 for permits

Firm 2 must abate A2=8
TAC2=0.3125×82 = $20 also pays $10 for permits

With trading, both �rms are better o�

Abatement costs + permit costs are much lower



Carbon Trading Examples

https:
//carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data

https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data


Equivalence: tax with permit

Carbon tax and permit trading system should generate
same result

Because they both equalize MACs across �rms

For tax, MAC1 = t = MAC2
For permit trading system, MAC1 = MAC2



Tax or permit system: Which is best?

Choose tax or permit based on:

. E�ciency

. Feasibility

. Politically acceptability

Both instruments are being used internationally



Perhaps it does not matter?

Carbon tax:

. Set price P of emitting

. Not sure what quantity of emissions E will be

Permit trading system:

. Set quantity of emissions E

. Not sure what price of emissions P will be

Answer (P*, E*) should be same either way



Information matters

With full information on abatement costs and on
damages, tax and permit trading system are equivalent

But there is not full information

Which is known with least accuracy:

. abatement costs?

. damages?



What if we are wrong?

Permit system is preferred when:

. Damage curve is steep

. Abatement cost curve is �at



What happens when we are wrong?

Assume true, correct outcome is at A where E=8, P=8



If wrong (not strict enough) by 12.5%

/ If wrong about E
(set at 9 not 8)→ extra
social costs of ADE

/ If wrong about P
(set at 7 not 8)→ extra
social costs of ABC



If wrong (not strict enough) by 12.5%

If MAC is more
sensitive to changes in
emissions than MD, set
P (choose carbon tax)

If MD is more
sensitive to changes
in emissions than
MAC, set E (choose
permit trading)



Coverage

Carbon tax:

. Upstream based on carbon content of fuels

. Just like fuel taxes

. Can get tax credits

Permit trading system:

. Downstream based on production

. Misses 50% of emissions

. Administratively complex

. Requires institutional capacity (not available in all
countries)



Revenues

Carbon tax may generate revenue equal to +1% of GDP

Cutting distortionary taxes may o�set 10% of e�ect of
carbon pricing

But taxes are very unpopular: to reduce emissions by
10%, must tax all other (90%) of emissions

Typically, permits are given away to companies for free!



Which to choose?

. Carbon tax is simpler, generates revenue, sends
clear price signals

. Permit trading system is more institutionally
complex, generates less revenue, and prices can be
volatile (if other energy sources change)

But emissions trading system may be needed to �x CO2e
if we are reaching limit on E



Any Questions?
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